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OUTLOOK
Short term outlook
▪

Current US-Iran tensions, compounded by the US enforcing more sanctions on the Iranian government, the
downing of a US drone by Iran on Jun 20 and the US assessment that Iran was responsible for the June 13,
2019 attacks on shipping in the Gulf of Oman, have all led to the heightened possibility of attacks against US
interests in Iraq. A rocket attack targeting the International Zone on May 19, 2019, and the Rumaila oilfield and
Burjisiya in Basra province on Jun 18 and 19, 2019 respectively was most likely carried out by rogue militia
factions with ties to Iran and is consistent with standing patterns of Shia militia activity in Baghdad and the
southern region at times of heightened political tensions. Rocket attacks against the IZ are not unprecedented
however the threat of further attacks from Iran-aligned militia elements, including kidnap and rocket attacks, is
assessed as credible in the event of further escalation.

▪

Political tensions remain high in the southern regions and sporadic protests continue to take place in Basra and
other provinces in the south. Protest activity, driven mainly by financial grievances and calls for improvements
in essential services have continued in 2019, but not to the same level as 2018’s “summer of discontent” when
widespread violence materialized throughout the southern region. However, as the weather continues to heat
up, protest activity, as expected, is increasing in the south and with the summer months now beginning, there
are fears that if the electricity supply does not see considerable improvements protests are likely to grow in
number, similar to last year, with the possible ensuing violence representing the first major test of Prime Minister
Mahdi.

▪

Although defeated militarily, IS continues to pose a serious and long-term security challenge, especially in the
northern provinces and Anbar, where high levels of asymmetric activity continues. The suicide vest (SVEST)
attack in Sadr City on May 09, 2019 and the possible IS-claimed SVEST attack on a Mosque in eastern
Baghdad on Jun 21 underlines the continuing threat posed by IS cells in Baghdad City who retain intent to
escalate operations. Absent a significant escalation in IS activity, the attacks are not assessed to change the
security situation in the capital which has been relatively stable in 2019, however, the attacks demonstrate that
IS continues to have the capability and intent to launch operations of this nature within the City.

▪

Following weeks of speculation with regards to the longer-term status of the International Zone (IZ) that was
partially opened to the public in December 2018, on June 04, 2019 the IZ was fully opened to the public on a
24/7 basis. The move is seen as part of an attempt by the government to head off criticism that security is
starting to deteriorate in the country, amidst reports of increased attacks in northern Iraq and fires in rural
farmlands. Regardless, the move marks an important moment that symbolizes the increased stability that has
been felt in the capital over the last two years.

Medium to long term outlook
▪

Sectarian violence can be expected to continue in areas of Northern Iraq which remain permissive to IS
operations, including Nineveh, Salah al-Din, Diyala and southwestern Kirkuk. Attacks will continue to target
security checkpoints and outpost, especially in Sunni dominated areas controlled by Shia dominated security
forces.

▪ Islamic State activity will continue to dominate security reporting with focus on the potential resurgence of an
insurgent campaign in northern and western Iraq. Despite ongoing ISF efforts to clear remaining IS pockets,
the group retains a degree of freedom of movement in the desert regions of Anbar, near the Syrian border, and
along the Hamrin Mountains.
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SIGNIFICANT EVENTS
Bahraini Foreign Ministry complains to the Iraqi Government over embassy incident
The Bahraini Foreign Ministry makes a complaint to Iraq after protestors storm the Bahraini embassy in Baghdad
on Jun. 27. Demonstrators scaled the embassy perimeter and burned US and Israeli flags; protestors claimed this
is due to Bahrain’s hosting of the US-led Peace Summit.

Protests outside Basra Provincial Council target head of PBC
Basra Operations Command has called for the demonstrators to resist the desire to protest outside people’s homes
in light of the current round of protests outside the Basra Provincial Council and latterly; outside the home of the
Basra Provincial Chairman Sabah al-Bazouni.

Al-Hakim resigns as leader of the Al-Islah bloc, CoR selects three ministers for cabinet,
rejects a fourth candidate
Ammar al-Hakim officially announced his resignation as head of the Al-Islah (Reform and Reconstruction Alliance)
bloc and moved into opposition in protest at the Government’s inability to complete the Cabinet and to deal with
Iraq’s essential services crisis. Meanwhile, the CoR selected three ministers for the Education, Interior and Justice
posts, but rejected the nomination for Education.

Trump to impose further sanctions on Iran
US President, Donald Trump has announced that there will be additional sanctions imposed on Iran on Jun 24. In
addition to this latest announcement, media further noted that the US were open to negotiations with Iran and
remained hopeful to defuse the state of heightened tensions that currently exist.
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OVERVIEW
Political
Basra Provincial Council (PBC) protests target the head of the PBC
The head of the Basra Police Directorate has warned the protestors who have recently been protesting outside
the PBC to avoid targeting individuals and to stay away from holding demonstrations outside people’s home. This
comes as several protestors demonstrated outside of the house of Sabah al-Bazouni, the head of the PBC. The
police have warned against intimidation of people in wealthy areas and officials, as this was contrary to “human
values and morals.
Bahrain’s Foreign Ministry complains about protestors’ attack on the embassy
The Bahraini Foreign Ministry has condemned the storming of the Bahraini Embassy in Baghdad on Jun 27 by
protestors who were unhappy about Bahrain hosting a US-led initiative to provide a peace plan for the Palestinian
issue. The Bahraini Ambassador to Iraq was subsequently recalled for consultations over the issue, while the Iraqi
Government strongly denounced the actions of the protestors and acted swiftly by arresting several demonstrators.
The recently-appointed Minister of Interior Yasin al-Yasiri has pledged an investigation into the incident and this
has gone some way to reassure the Bahraini Government that Iraq is carrying out a full review.
Al-Hakim resigns as leader of the Al-Islah bloc, CoR selects three ministers for cabinet
Ammar al-Hakim officially announced his resignation as head of the Al-Islah (Reform and Reconstruction Alliance)
bloc, which incorporates Sadr’s Saeroon alliance amongst other major parties. The move followed press reporting
that Al-Hikma had decided to move into opposition in protest at the Government’s inability to complete the Cabinet
and to deal with Iraq’s essential services crisis. Several senior Hikma MPs stated this decision had been made
by its Political Bureau and leadership group, although this has not yet been confirmed. One Hikma MP indicated
that this was due to the monopolising of power by the dominant parties, namely Sadr’s Sairoun and al-Ameri’s
Fatah, who he accused of distributing positions and influence between them, essentially marginalising the blocs’
other members. The withdrawal of al-Hakim came as the Prime Minister’s office announced the names that were
to be submitted to the CoR for a vote in the Jun 24 Parliamentary session. The nominations and subsequent
confirmation of candidates were as follows:
Minister of Defence - Najah Hassan Ali al-Shammari - A Sunni candidate from the Wataniya Coalition, led by
Ayad Allawi. Al-Shammari has a long history in the Counter Terrorism Service (CTS) and was reportedly one of
the original members of the Iraqi Special Operations Forces (ISOF) from 2004 and was trained in Jordan by the
United States military. He was appointed as a Special Operations Division Commander from 2004 to 2007 and
was later appointed as Deputy Commander of the Counter Terrorism Command.
Minister of Interior - Yassin Taha Hassan al-Yasseri - A Shia and former head of the Iraqi passport and nationality
directorate. Al-Yasiri was previously an advisor at the Ministry of Interior and, according to reports, was one of a
number of candidates approved by the Badr Organisation. He joined the police force in 1979 and has a long history
of public service. Following the fall of the Baathist regime in 2003, he held a number of senior positions at a local
government level, including as director at the Wasit and Muthanna provincial authorities
Minister of Justice – Farouk Amin Al-Shawani, a Kurd and a member of the PUK, Al-Shawani was the Patriotic
Union of Kurdistan’s (PUK) choice for the post and had also won the backing of the Kurdistan Democratic Party
(KDP). He has previously served as the Chief Justice at the Court of Appeals in Dhi Qar, Anbar and Kirkuk.
Minister of Education - Safana Hussein al-Hamdani, a Sunni and a member of the Arabic Project party, which is
headed by Khamis Khanjar. The party is part of the Sunni National Coalition that is in Hadi al-Ameri’s al-Binaa
bloc).
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Three of the four candidates were approved by the Iraqi Parliament and were immediately sworn-in to their new
roles following the vote. The Minister of Education, Safana Huseein al-Hamdani was reportedly rejected.
Bahrain’s Foreign Ministry complains about protestors’ attack on the embassy
The Bahraini Foreign Ministry has condemned the storming of the Bahraini Embassy in Baghdad on Jun. 27 by
protestors who were unhappy about Bahrain hosting a US-led initiative to provide a peace plan for the Palestinian
issue. The Bahraini Ambassador to Iraq was subsequently recalled for consultations over the issue, while the Iraqi
Government strongly denounced the actions of the protestors and acted swiftly by arresting several demonstrators.
The recently-appointed Minister of Interior Yasin al-Yasiri has pledged an investigation into the incident and this
has gone some way to reassure the Bahraini Government that Iraq is carrying out a full review.
Iraq, UK leaders review attempts to defuse US-Iran tension
Iraqi President Barham Saleh and UK Prime Minister Theresa May have discussed attempts to defuse the USIran crisis. "Saleh and May reviewed the latest developments in the region, stressing the need to intensify efforts
to defuse the crisis there,” the website of the president’s office said on June 25. The president hailed the UK's
role in helping Iraq fight IS and its contributions to supporting, training and equipping the country’s security forces,
the website added. Saleh called on May to contribute to the reconstruction of areas in Iraq that IS had occupied
and that were destroyed in the conflict. Moreover, Saleh also met UK Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs Jeremy
Hunt in London. They also discussed ways to intensify efforts on consolidating peace, stability and security in the
Middle East. Earlier in the day, Saleh started a visit to the UK that would last for several days. Saleh is scheduled
to meet Queen Elizabeth II and the Speaker of the House of Lords, according to the website.
US to impose additional sanctions on Iran
US President, Donald Trump has announced that there will be additional sanctions imposed on Iran on Jun 24. In
a twitter post, the President stated that “we are putting major additional sanctions on Iran on Monday. “I look
forward to the day that sanctions come off Iran, and they become a productive and prosperous nation again” In
addition to this latest announcement, media further noted that the US were open to negotiations with Iran and
remained hopeful to defuse the state of heightened tensions that currently exist.

Security
Iraq denies evacuation of US contractors from air base
Iraq has denied media reports that US contractors will be evacuated from an Iraqi air base in Balad, north of
Baghdad, amid regional tensions. “We are protecting the Iraqi military bases to guarantee the safety of our fighters
and the advisers and trainers from the US forces and other allied forces”, the army's Security Media Cell said in a
statement on Jun 22. The statement also said that no other individuals from the Balad air base will be evacuated.
On Jun 21, Reuters news agency quoted three anonymous Iraqi military sources as saying that 400 contractors
were preparing for evacuation. The sources cited “potential security threats” for the move, without saying what
those threats might be.
Iran offers to provide Iraq with air defence equipment
Commander of the Khatam al-Anbia Anti-Aircraft Base of the Iranian Army, Brig-Gen Alireza Sabahifard, stated
that the Iranian Air Defence is fully prepared to satisfy Iraq's air defence demands in all areas on Jun 23. By
relying on local experts, the Iranian Air Defence is ready to help Iraq in manufacturing and providing technical
support for various air defence systems, the Iranian general said at a meeting with Maj-Gen Tariq Abbas Ibrahim
Abdul Hussein, chairman of the Iran-Iraq joint commission, held in Tehran. Sabahifard also noted that the Iranian
technicians have manufactured a whole host of air defence systems, including tactical and stationary radars,
artillery and missile weapons, signal and data collecting equipment, electronic warfare gear, and drones for
missions and applications in diverse frequencies and ranges. "We are ready to form expert committees in all
spheres to pave the way for the launch and promotion of mutual cooperation," the Iranian commander added. For
his part, the Iraqi general hailed Iran's advances in the air defence industry, saying Iraqi military delegations have
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been acquainted with the Islamic Republic's great capabilities after a series of visits to Iran. The Iraqi commander
also expressed his country's willingness to work with Iranian air defence experts for manufacturing equipment,
training, and technical support in various fields, such as electronic warfare, radars, visual monitoring, command
and control, radar-related calculations, and software systems.
IS belatedly claims mosque attack in Baghdad
Islamic State group has belatedly claimed responsibility for the Jun 21 suicide vest attack that targeted a Shia
mosque in eastern Baghdad. IS issued a statement on June 23 in which it said more than 40 Shia Muslims had
been either killed or wounded in the bombing. It said the bomber, it named as Abu Ali al-Ansari, entered the
mosque in the Baladiyat neighbourhood in eastern Baghdad and detonated his suicide vest in the midst of the
worshippers.

WEEKLY OPERATIONAL ASSESSMENT
Countrywide Military/Security Situation
Northern Provinces

In Nineveh province, an IS ‘smuggler’ was reportedly captured by an ISF unit in the area on Jun 22, with the
suspect said to have previously transferred a large number of IS insurgents from Syria into Iraq. Separately, ISF
rescued a 19-year-old girl in a raid on a house in the western side of Mosul city five days after her abduction with
her captor subsequently arrested. In addition, on the night of June 22, the son of a chieftain was reportedly killed
Confidential and proprietary © GardaWorld
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during an exchange of gunfire with suspected IS militants near the village of Tufaha in Mahalabia sub-district, Tal
Afar. Counter Terrorism Service (CTS) troops, supported by coalition warplanes killed multiple IS militants and
destroyed 10 x IS shelters in an operation carried out in the desert areas located between al-Hadhar, south of
Mosul and Siniyah sub-district north of Baiji.
A Coalition airstrike killed six IS members and destroyed one tunnel in the Hawi Aslan area south of Mosul and at
least four IS militants were captured on Jun 25 in Nineveh province Unidentified individuals also reportedly raided
the headquarters of the Sons of Al-Hadbaa humanitarian organization in the Suker district in north eastern Mosul
city (NFDK), and two IS militants were killed and one security member of the pro-government Sunni tribal militia
was wounded in an exchange of gunfire near Fawarat village in Ba'aj district in western Nineveh province. In
addition, a suspected IS security figure named as Abu Nasir along with his brother were arrested in an intelligenceled operation in Ba'aj district. Separately, firefighters reportedly attended a large fire that broke out at the Sulphur
State Company Sulphur plant near Mosul on Jun 27. Firefighters from both Duhok and Erbil were sent to assist
local firefighters in tackling the blaze, which caused the death of one person and resulted in the hospitalisation of
several others through the inhalation of noxious. The Iraqi Civil Defence Directorate has reported that as many as
328 fires erupted on agricultural land from May 08 to June 24, 2019, covering an area of 13,500 acres. The
directorate also stated that a further 600,000 acres had been saved by civil defence teams. The fires erupted in
the governorates of Nineveh, Diyala, Salah Al-Din, Kirkuk, Anbar, Najaf and Karbala. According to the Civil
Defence authorities, as many as 41 out of 321 fires targeting agricultural land were acts of arson and started
deliberately.
In Kirkuk, three unidentified individuals in the Al-Shorja area of Kirkuk city shot and wounded one civilian during a
house robbery and a hand grenade detonated in front of a civilian's house in the Iskan area of Kirkuk city. It was
reported that the Iraqi counter terrorist forces, in tandem with US coalition aircraft, killed at least 14 IS members
on Jun 24. This operation was in addition to another counter-IS operation that was carried out in the south of Kirkuk
province, lasting several days. A demonstration was carried out by security members of the North Oil Company
(NOC) in Kirkuk city, demanding permanent employment. On Jun 24, IS militants killed three members of the Sunni
al-Jabouri tribe near the village of Wardiya in Hawijah. An IS commander (NFDK) was arrested in an intelligenceled operation in the Wahda district in central Kirkuk city. A number of weapons and documents were found in his
possession. In Kirkuk, a woman was killed, and 19 people were wounded on Jun 27 when two IEDs detonated
in Kirkuk city according to reports. The first incident took place in the evening when an IED attached to a car
carrying passengers detonated in al-Khadraa neighbourhood in central Kirkuk, killing a woman and wounding a
passenger. Around five minutes later, another IED attached to a minibus detonated at a crowded parking lot in
Raas al-Jisr neighbourhood, leaving 18 people wounded, some of them with serious injuries. ISF sealed off the
scenes of the detonations and launched an investigation into the incidents. Separately, an IED detonation killed
a federal police commander in Kirkuk on the night of June 26 according to local press reports. The attack targeted
a vehicle on the Kirkuk-Baghdad road near Haftaghar, resulting in the death of the commander and the wounding
of four of his bodyguards. The attack came a day after a detonation targeted a convoy of Iraqi federal police in the
Habat area of Rashad sub-district in Hawijah. An IPS officer was killed and four other IPS officers were injured in
that attack. On the same day, security forces reportedly arrested a number of prominent members of IS in Kirkuk
province, including the leader of an IS cell based in Hawijah. Separately, On Jun 26, three people including one
ISF member were reportedly wounded when unidentified gunmen fired an RPG against a static security patrol
belonging to the 61st Special Brigade IVO the Azadi hospital in northern Kirkuk city before fleeing. Finally, a
Coalition airstrike in Hawijah District destroyed one IS complex. (NFDK).
In Salah-al-Din, a roadside IED detonated in the Ajail area of Tikrit wounding one PMF member and 90 x legacy
high explosive devices containing within a 20-gallon tanker, were found and cleared in the Salam village, west of
Tikrit. The Security Media Cell reported that three suspected IS militants across were arrested Samarra city on
Jun 23. The PMU’s 31st Bde (Kata'ib al-Tayar al-Resali) carried out an operation targeting IS in Baiji. The PMU
313th Bde (Peace Brigades – Sadrist militia) reportedly thwarted an attempted IS infiltration via boats into the
Samara region on Jun 24, resulting in the withdrawal of IS militants. Further skirmishes involving IS were reported
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across the region over the reporting period and this resulted in the deployment of PMU to assist in enhancing
security. An IED detonated near a civilian's vehicle in the Ejmaila area causing material damage. IS also claimed
two attacks targeting Shia Muslims in Dujail district, Salah-al-Din province. In a claim published via its accounts
on the messaging app Telegram on Jun 25, IS said its militants ambushed vehicles carrying Shia, without
specifying if they were civilians or not, in two separate attacks in the area of Sajla in Dujail district (around 60 km
north of Baghdad). Dujail is a mainly Shia district that sits in the predominately Sunni Salah al-Din province. It is
mostly known as the town from which former Iraqi president Saddam Hussein executed dozens of people following
a failed assassination attempt on his life in the area. In one of the incidents, IS said its militants opened fire, using
machine guns, on a vehicle, killing one person on board and injuring another. In the second, IS claimed that "a
number of Shia were killed and wounded" when IS targeted their vehicle with an explosive device (IED), however
there is limited public reporting of this. The PMU’s 31st Bde were again involved in anti-IS operations, deploying to
Baiji to help increase security around the oil refinery and other important locations across the district on Jun 28.
ISF rescued a kidnap victim in an operation in the Zaghnayah village of al-Abbrah sub-district, and ISF started an
anti-IS security operation in orchards in the village of Sheiky in Abu Saida sub-district, 25 km north east of Baqubah
on Jun 29. An ISF member was wounded in a roadside IED detonation near his vehicle in Abarah sub-district and
a suspected IS member was arrested at the al-Tahwila area of Khalis district. Finally, two IS shelters were
discovered inside an orchard containing one explosives-rigged vest, 6 x mobile phones, 4 x pressure plate IEDs,
10 x kg of fertilizers, 1 x hand grenade, 1 x boat and a quantity of military grade explosive material, in Abu Saida
sub-district.
Anbar Province
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Throughout the reporting period in Anbar province a suicide bomber was reportedly killed and three shelters, one
trench and a quantity of explosives were destroyed in an intelligence-led operation in the Saqban and Mukar alDheeb villages, 50 km north of Akashat sub-district in western Anbar province on Jun 23. In addition, the Border
Protection Force announced the installation of a number of high-tech security cameras along the border with Syria
to bolster its defences. 13 x 81mm mortar systems and ten mortar rounds found and seized in the desert area of
Jariha, Khalidiyah district and two individuals shot at ISF in the Rutbah area, with the ISF returned fire and killing
both. On Jun 24, an ISF member was killed when a hand grenade detonated near his vehicle in Ramadi District
and an alleged IS commander was arrested in Khalidiyah district in eastern Anbar. The 7th IA Infantry Division
and Sunni tribesmen reportedly commenced a preventive security operation in the Horan Valley, Sihal, al-Uklah
and al-Muwala villages towards the main highway that leads to the Akashat sub-district near Rutbah in western
Anbar province. On Jun 25 an IAF airstrike destroyed one IS vehicle and killed five militants in the Horan Valley
in Rutbah district. The PMU carried out a large-scale security operation to secure the border with Syria on Jun 25.
The PMU’s Anbar Command said its 19th Brigade carried out the operation on a 120km stretch of border including
the areas of Wadi Sawab and the village of Suweib and Albu Khalifa. Finally, and separately, the PMU’s 27th Bde
(Badr) arrested an alleged IS commander known as Hammad al-Khalifawi in eastern Anbar province on Jun 25. A
suspected IS collaborator was arrested in an intelligence-led operation during Jun 26 in Karma district in eastern
Anbar province and multiple high explosive devices contained within a 20-gallon tanker were destroyed in a threepronged search operation carried in the marshes of al-Nuaimiya and around the al-Hetaween overflow dam in
Anbar. Finally, on Jun 29 a tribal leader in Hit, Anbar province was attacked by unknown assailants using hand
grenades and small arms fire, according to unnamed security sources. The attack caused minor injuries and
damage to the tribal leader’s property and the attackers subsequently escaped, despite the ISF launching a raid
to apprehend those involved.
Capital Region (Including Baghdad City)
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In Baghdad City, gunmen carrying suppressed weapons shot and killed a civilian in Shula area of Kadhimiyah
district on Jun 22, and on the morning of the same day, the private secretary of the Speaker of the House,
Mohammed al-Halbousi, named as Ahmed al-Jabri was reportedly stabbed by unidentified individuals at an
unspecified location in Baghdad city. Various demonstrations were recorded in the city. Approximately 150 former
MOI and MOD employees continued to hold their protest in Tahrir Square and 40 college graduates continued
their demonstration near the Ministry of Oil in the Zayuna area, demanding employment. Approximately 125 fans
of the Al-Talaba Sports Club demonstrated in front of the Ministry of Higher Education demanding to dissolve the
club's administrative board. In the City on Jun 22, ISF EOD defused a hand grenade found tied to the door of a
residential building near a shopping mall in the Karada area, without incident. The grenade was found next to a
threatening letter intended for a person who lived in building. Meanwhile, ISF fired multiple warning shots in to the
air following an altercation with several street vendors near the car tyres wholesale market in Karada district while
trying to remove their mobile stalls. No casualties were reported. A gunman in the Amin area of New Baghdad
district shot and wounded a civilian, and on the afternoon of Jun 23, an IED detonation was recorded in the Shurta
la-Rabi'a area of West Rashid district, with no casualties were reported. ISF reported one counter-terror arrest in
Adhamiyah district and 150 x MOI and MOD former employees continued to hold their demonstration in Tahrir
Square demanding to be rehired.
In addition, around 500 people held another separate demonstration in Tahrir Square demanding jobs and
improved services. Finally, 40 x civilians continued their demonstration near the Ministry of Oil in the Zayouna area
of Rusafah district. Several gunmen shot and wounded one civilian in Sadr City, and ISF reported one counterterror arrest in the al-Adil area of Mansour district. MOI and MOD employees continued their ongoing
demonstration in Tahrir Square and 40 civilians continued their demonstration demanding jobs near the Ministry
of Oil in the Zayuna area of Rusafah district. In the wider belts, ISF (Iraqi Army) are reportedly continuing a search
and raid operation that was started during the reporting period in Tarmiyah district with the aim of eliminating IS
sleeper cells. Several gunmen shot and killed one civilian and wounded four others in the Shula area of Kadhimiyah
district on Jun 25 and a family were killed when a gunman broke into their house in the al-Bakriah area of Mansour
district. The incident was thought to be related to a family dispute. ISF made one terror-related arrest in the Suliekh
area of Adhamiyah district and MOI and MOD employees continued to hold a demonstration in Tahrir Square.
Around 35 civilians also continued their protest near the Ministry of Oil in the Zayouna area of Rusafah. Also, in
Zayouna, 150 contractors continued to hold a protest and approximately 45 street vendors held a demonstration
near the PM’s office in the Alawi area of Karkh district and dozens of university graduates demonstrated IVO the
parliament building in Karkh district, demanding job opportunities.
An IED detonated in front of a civilian's house in Doura causing material damage only, and an armed robbery
targeted a civilian' house in the Hay Urr area of Adhamiyah district. An individual was arrested in possession of
25 narcotics tablets in the Amiriyah area of Mansour district and an unidentified male body displaying stab wounds,
was found in the Rustumiya area of New Baghdad district. Former MOI and MOD employees continued their
ongoing demonstration in Tahrir Square and the ongoing demonstration demanding jobs near the Ministry of Oil
in the Zayouna area continued throughout Jun 25. On Jun 28, a civilian was wounded when a hand grenade
detonated in front of his house in the Um al Kubor al Ghuzlan area of Sadr City district. ISF reported one counterterror arrest in Doura and several protests continued across Baghdad, with the majority of demonstrations focusing
on the demand for employment or to be rehired. Protests were reported in Palestine Street, Tahrir Square, the
Ministry of Oil in the Zayouna area, the Alawi area and finally the Salahiya area. Numbers of attendees ranged
between 30 and 150 and generally passed off without incident. Meanwhile reports from various news outlets
stated that Bahrain has recalled its Ambassador over an incident on Jun 27 when its embassy in the Mansour
district of Baghdad city was “attacked” by protestors. The protestors were able to get access to the Embassy
courtyard, lower the Bahraini flag and raise the Iraqi and Palestinian flags. They also burned American and Israeli
flags, saying that a deal reached during a summit in Bahrain (sponsored by the US) to end the Palestinian / Israeli
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conflict was unacceptable. Prime Minister Adel Abdul Mahdi expressed his government’s “regret” over the incident
in which several protesters “breached” the embassy building and carried out “illegal acts of sabotage”. Meanwhile,
local ISF elements were forced to fire warning shots with live rounds to disperse the protestors with no reported
injuries. The protestors later spoke to local media and identified themselves as part of the Islamic Resistance
Groups, a term usually used for Shia Militia groups (SMGs).
In Baghdad Province, MP Mohamed Ali Zeini of the Saeroon Alliance reportedly survived an assassination
attempt on Jun 23 when three vehicles intercepted and opened fire on his convoy motorcade while transiting
Route Jackson / Hwy 8 near Latifiyah while on his way back from Karbala towards Baghdad. No casualties were
reported. An armed dispute in the Jisr Diyala area resulted in one civilian killed and three wounded and,
following a dispute, several gunmen in Abu Ghraib District shot and wounded one MOI member. In addition, and
also in Abu Ghraib, after a dispute, an ISF member in Abu Ghraib District shot and wounded one PMF member.
(NFDK). On Jun 24, three gunmen shot and killed a civilian after a dispute in Abu Ghraib District and a civilian
was killed a close-quarter shooting by gunmen carrying suppressed weapons in the village of al-Wardiah,
Madain district, south east of Baghdad.

Southern Provinces

In Babel, on Jun 23 approximately 100 x Babil Silo Company employees demonstrated in the company grounds,
demanding to keep the current management, and a PMF member shot and killed a civilian and wounded another
in Hilla District. (NFDK). Several temporary teachers demonstrated on Jun 24 outside the provincial council
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building in Hillah, demanding permanent employment, whilst a PMF shot at civilians on the same day, killing one
civilian and wounding another. On Jun 25, unidentified gunmen reportedly opened fire at commercial premises in
the 60 Street area in central Hillah city. No casualties were reported.
In Wasit, an IED detonated near a local market on Jun 28 in Kut District causing material damage but no casualties.
The perpetrators of the attack were not identified.
In Dhi Qar, a suspected IS collaborator (local resident of Anbar province) was arrested at a security checkpoint in
Tal al-Lahm, south of Nasiriyah and a federal police member was arrested in Shatrah district for drug trafficking,
2000 narcotics tablets were found in his possession. On 26 Jun,
On Jun 26, of civilians demonstrated in Hussainiyah district, north east of Karbala, demanding closure to plastic
factories due health hazards.
In Diwaniyah on Jun 22, a stun grenade was thrown at the home of a civilian in the al-Asri district in central
Diwaniyah city, causing material damage but no casualties. The incident was thought to be related to a family
dispute. In addition, another stun grenade was reportedly thrown at a civilian's house in al-Wahda district in central
Diwaniyah city, without causing casualties. A second grenade was subsequently defused by ISF at the scene. On
27 Jun, a hand grenade was detonated in front of an ISF member’s home, causing material damage. Three
suspects were arrested for the possession of multiple pieces of firearms in al-Shinafiyah district, south of Diwaniyah
on Jun 28.
In Muthanna, one civilian was shot and would due to a family dispute on Jun 23.
On Jun 28 in Maysan, one civilian was killed and three were wounded during a firefight between civilians in the
Karasha area.
In Najaf, a demonstration took place on the afternoon of Jun 26, where hundreds of people gathered in Kufa District
to protest over a lack of basic services.
In Basra, approximately 700 protestors gathered at the BPC building in Maq’il in Jun 23, demanding that the BPC
fulfil their promises on unemployment and basic services. Security forces put up a cordon to keep the protestors
in a controlled area. Passing off peacefully, the demonstrators returned the following day to resume their protest.
A child was abducted and subsequently reunited with his family after being taken from the West Qurna area on or
around Jun 22. The police launched an investigation in an attempt to arrest the kidnappers. An armed exchange
between a business owner and unknown individuals was recorded in the Janabi Garage district of Old Basra –
initially knives were used resulting in three injured, this was followed a short time later with indiscriminate shooting
- the SAF damaging nearby vehicles.
Meanwhile, the BPC Health Committee revealed a number of water poisoning cases have recently been reported
to Basra hospitals. The Iraqi ‘High Commission for Human Rights’ called for urgent action to be taken, to prevent
a repetition of last year’s water crisis. Though the current situation does not appear close in scale to those
circumstances, this is nonetheless of concern in the current climate, given the impact these cases had on the
spread of Basra’s protest movement in 2018. Meanwhile, signatures are being collected in a bid to assign the next
session in Parliament to a discussion of demonstrators’ demands in the southern province, with one Sadiqun
(AAH) organizer stating that the government must be seen to act in Basra, to avoid a repeat of the unrest witnessed
in 2018.
On the afternoon of Jun 23, unidentified gunmen carrying suppressed weapons shot and wounded a member of
the Basra anti-crime directorate in Abu-al-Khasib district, south of Basra, and the private residence of the Director
General of the Maritime Transport Company - Mohadeen Abdul Razzaq located in al-Junaynah district in Basra
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city was subjected to a SAF attack, with only material damage reported. The attack was likely linked to taxation /
business practices. (NFDK). In the early hours of Jun 24, another tribal event was recorded in the Qarmat Ali
district of Basra between the al-Muhayat and the Shaghanba tribes. The fighting saw the use of medium calibre
weapons and pistols, and a child was reportedly killed - security forces deployed to bring the incident under control
having arrested two people. On Jun 26, IPS arrested three suspects for their involvement in a knife fight at the
Corniche Street area in Basra city in which one person was killed. Protestors continued to be present at the BPC
in Maq’il, as ISF were on standby and a police line was deployed at the site. The action, in the end, witnessed
only approximately 40-50 youths. OPF claimed to have discovered an ‘oil tap’ on the Halfayah to al-Faw 42”
pipeline near Hammar Mishrif. The police were alerted by signs of recent digging; however, they claim the valves
were extremely old and there had been no obvious signs of recent withdrawals.
An armed robbery was conducted on the Mohammad Qasim Highway to the west of Basra city on Jun 28, where
driver was shot and injured before having his vehicle and a large sum of money taken from him. The money, an
estimated IQD 100 million, was the salaries of members of the Border Police operating near Basra. Meanwhile,
elements of the Qwat al-Sadma (Shock Force) apprehended a six-man gang near Qurna on the afternoon of Jun
28. The group was allegedly involved in acts of blackmail, theft and kidnapping around the areas of Qurna, Suwaib
and Majnoon. A small number of individuals (35-40) gathered at the roundabout to the south of the Basra
Provincial Council (BPC) building in Maq’il on the afternoon of June 28. As in previous days/nights, ISF were in
attendance and blocked the route to the main entrance to the building. This incident increased in severity as the
protestors demanded the removal of all foreign workers (that is, non-Basrawis) from the oil and gas sector in Basra
province.
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ACRONYM LIST
AII - Area of Intelligence Interest
AKA - Also Known As
AO - Area of Operations
APC - Armored Personnel Carrier
APIED - Anti-Personnel IED
AQ - Al-Qaeda
AT - Anti-Tank
ATGW - Anti Tank Guided Weapon
AVIED - Anti-Vehicle IED
BBIED - Body Borne IED
Bde - Brigade
Bn - Battalion
BXP - Border Crossing Point
CET - Convoy Escort Team
CLC - Concerned Local Citizens
CoP - Chief of Police
CP - Check Point
C-PERS - Captured Personnel
CPX - Complex Attack (attack using multiple weapon systems)
CQA - Close Quarter Assassination/Attack
DBS - Drive by Shooting
Div - Division
DoD - Department of Defense
DoS - Department of State
DoS - US Department of State
ECP - Entry Control Point
EFP - Explosively Formed Projectile
EOD - Explosive Ordinance Disposal (Bomb Squad)
ERW - Explosive Remnants of War
FoM - Freedom of Movement
GoI - Government of Iraq
HCN - Host Country National
HG - Hand Grenade
HME - Home Made Explosive
HMG - Heavy Machine Gun
HVT - High Value Target
IC - International Community
IDF - Indirect Fire (i.e.: rockets, mortars)
IDP - Internally Displaced Persons
IEC - Independent Electoral Commission
IED - Improvised Explosive Device
IM - International Military
IOC - International Oil Company
IRAM - Improvised Rocket Assisted Mortar
IRL - Improvised Rocket Launcher
IS - Islamic State
IVCP - Illegal Vehicle Check Point
IVO - In Vicinity Of
IZ - International Zone
KIA - Killed in Action
LN - Local National/Iraqi Civilian
MAIED - Magnetically attached IED (aka UVIED)
MIA - Missing in Action
MoD - Ministry of Defense
MoF - Ministry of Finance
MoFA - Ministry of Foreign Affairs
MoHE - Ministry of Higher Education
MoI - Ministry of Interior
MoJ - Ministry of Justice
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MoO - Ministry of Oil
MoT - Ministry of Transportation
MSR - Main Supply Route
NFDK - No Further Details Known
NGO - Non-Governmental Organization (aid/charity)
NSTR - Nothing Significant To Report
OCG - Organized Crime Group
OPF - Oil Protection Force
PAX - Person, Persons or Passenger
PBIED - Person-Borne Improvised Explosive Device (UN
Term)
PMF – Popular Mobilisation Forces
PoI - Point of Impact (for IDF)
PoO - Point of Origin (for IDF)
PSAF - Precision Small Arms Fire
PSC - Private Security Company
PSD - Private Security Detail
RCIED - Remote-Controlled IED
RPG - Rocket Propelled Grenade
RTA - Road Traffic Accident
SAF - Small Arms Fire
SAFIRE - Surface to Air FIRE
SF - Special Forces
SVBIED - Suicide Vehicle Borne IED
SVEST - Suicide Explosive Worn Vest
TCN - Third Country National
TCP - Traffic Control Point
Technical - An improvised weapon-mounted pick-up truck
TTP - Tactics, Techniques and Practices
UVIED - Under Vehicle IED
UXO - Unexploded Ordnance
VBIED - Vehicle Borne IED
VCP - Vehicle Checkpoint
WIA - Wounded in Action
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GARDAWORLD INFORMATION SERVICES
From our management offices and field offices in strategic locations our constant monitoring of the high-risk
environments in which we work is conveyed through our range of .Xplored™ risk analysis reports. The reports
contain detailed updates, delivering current and relevant ground-truth information to assist both our personnel and
our clients in their decision-making.
Our wider risk management solutions provide members of the defense, diplomatic, development, oil & gas and
infrastructure sectors operating in potentially high-risk and complex environments with a comprehensive range of
risk analysis, intelligence, crisis response, and training services. These services are designed to provide clients
with the proactive capability to remain aware in potentially hostile environments and identify risks while
strengthening their reactive capacity in emergency situations.
Our current regular reporting geographies include: Nigeria, Mali, Libya, Iraq, Afghanistan and Yemen on a daily,
weekly, fortnightly, and monthly basis.
Through our constant monitoring and predictive threat analysis our Information Services team help you plan for,
manage, and respond to risks.
For more information on our .Xplored reports or for information about our special-to-task reports tailored to
individual client requirements, please contact us: or contact our regional representative iraq.ram@garda.com
(Mobile: +964 7823 783 972)
For more information on how our services can support your business in Iraq contact:
Daniel Matthews, Senior Director Iraq daniel.matthews@garda.com

GARDAWORLD
A global leader in comprehensive security and risk management
GardaWorld International Protective Services is the international security division of GardaWorld Security
Corporation, the world's largest privately owned security company with over 62,000 global staff.
We support clients in emerging, complex and high-risk markets around the world with static security, security
consulting, risk analysis and reporting, crisis management and business continuity, mobile security, close
protection, training and kidnap for ransom and extortion response solutions.
We work across multiple business sectors to provide protection and security for clients in the extractives,
aerospace and defense, critical infrastructure, government and diplomatic and development sectors to secure
employees, assets, and reputation so clients can focus solely on running daily operations and growing their
business.
Discover more about the markets we serve and to learn how our international security solutions can help you
contact us today: gwinfo@garda.com
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